SLOGANS for EUROPE
In the first place I chose these pictures and this slogan because I think, when we are two, we are stronger, more intelligent... on the opposite when we are alone, we are less creative, less constructive, we have less self confidence and fewer ideas.

Now, the European Union is an association of countries and if we are more numerous we have got more ideas.

That’s why two European heads are better than one and we say: Unity we stand!!

On the first two pictures with the two women, we can see that these women are happy because they are two. I can read determination and strength in their eyes. As for the picture depicting the man, we can see, this man is not happy, not satisfied because he is alone. For me that really shows that we must join our opinions and our ideas.

Slogan →

In French: Deux avis valent mieux qu’un.
In English: Two heads are better than one.
For the Europe: Two European heads are better than one.

Created and illustrated by Margaux, 4 blue the 4th February.
For me everyone is concerned about the present and future of Europe. With all these photos I want to express the need to understand the development and operation of Europe. The 27 countries of the European union each have difficulties but also many qualities. This is why each topic discussed must be understandable to everyone according to his actuality. Europe should not be taken lightly because EU is part of our daily lives. We citizens of European countries should be vable to our future generations all that is devoted to the EU will forever remain in our memories and help everybody have a be men life.

My slogan in composed of only 3 words but it is food for thought!

Chloé G 4e Bleu E.P Slogan :
« Europe is the mother of peace ... »

Origine:

« Necessity is the mother of invention... »
⇒ (« La nécessité est mère de l’invention »)

I chose this picture because, first, I think it is a great illustration of my slogan and because there is a dove on flag of the European Union as well. As for my slogan, I chose it because I think it gives a good description of European Union considering the fact that the European Union got the nobel prize of peace on the october 12th 2012.

« Europe was not built in one day ... »

Origine:

« Paris was not built in a one day ...»
⇒ (« Paris ne s’est pas fait en 1 jour »)

~ For this slogan, I chose this second picture at first because I can see a European flag and secondly behind this flag I can see people who are building something. On the other hand, I choose this slogan because it’s right, the European Union was built in several steps.
I chose this slogan because in 1957 the European Union had 6 countries, in 1973 there were 9 countries, in 1986 there were 12 countries, in 1995 there were 15 countries, in 2004 there were 25 countries and now there have been 27 countries since 2004. The more time goes by the more the European union develops. The European union is indeed growing little by little.

Enora, 4 Bleu
Firstly, the European Union was created to allow some countries from the same continent to join their strengths on the economic, monetary and political plan. This, with the aim to be more powerful in front of the rest of the world, especially in front of the USA, Russia and emerging countries like China. As we say: «United we stand, divided we fall!» To go on, with this picture, I want to show that the countries of the European Union hold their hands to become stronger, to show their determination and their will to be together and not stay isolated, alone facing the rest of the world at a time when the world is changing very quickly.

In French: l’Union fait la force

In English: united we stand, divided we fall

For Europe: United, Europe stands, divided it falls

Created and illustrated by Ludovic, 4 blue, February 6th
When you want to be European, you can !!!

I chose this slogan because I truly believe that to be European is a right, which must be respected by everybody and by every country in the world. Europe is open for us. Everybody can enter and leave Europe. If there is a problem or a disagreement. « Still room for you » FOR ALL !!!!

From Gaëlle
The European Council was created to speak about the problems of Europe like crisis, financial problems (that's why my choice is the European Council). During this council some people get together to give the European Union the global political. To begin with, I chose this picture because my slogan is « Great European spirits get together » and on the picture this is the European council and in the European council there are a lot of very bright and interesting men: I call them the great European spirits. Secondly, I think the picture is goes well with my slogan. We mustn't be Alone in front of the crisis and that's why the European council was created. With this picture I want to show that the countries and the great spirits of the EU get together to be stronger in front of the crisis.

In French: Les grands esprits se rencontrent.
In English: Great spirits go together.
For Europe: Great European spirits cope together

Created an illustrated by Théo, Year 9 Blue, February 25th 2013
EVERYBODY STANDS UP FOR EUROPE

I chose this slogan, because Europe is a powerful continent. Europe needs to be praised and recognised because it's a very nice and generous continent. Europe is strong and... Everybody stands up for Europe!

Slogan in french : « Tout le monde se lève pour Danette »
Slogan in English : « Everybody stands up for Europe »
Translate : « Tout le monde se lève pour l'Europe »

Thank you Europe! Everybody claps for Europe!

Created by Camille
If we are passive, there is nothing. It is necessary to know how to provoke luck in life and take one's fate in hand.

At first sight, this photo is only an ordinary photo of a cover of a comic strip, but in the history, Uncle Picsou is an audacious person and very wealthy.

The first thing which I notice in this photo is the slogan "fortune favours the brave" because it is my slogan.

I chose this image because I find that it corresponds well with my slogan and moreover it is original.

*Slogan created and illustrated by Margot, 4 yellow, January, 29th 2013.*

*La fortune sourit aux audacieux → Fortune favours the bold.*
In Europe, we reap as we sow.

Usually this expression is used for people who will pay for their mistakes. But I decided to use it in a different way. I want to speak about the efforts made by Europe to build the European Union. Today the European Union is composed of 27 members, all united. They are solidarity and common rules and from that Europe gets results. The best result is that there are no more wars in Europe.

Slogan: "Nous récoltons ce que l'on sème".
Slogan in English: We reap as we sow.
Slogan adapted for the Europe: In Europe, we reap as we sow

Slogan created and illustrated by Clara, Year 9 yellow, January 6th 2013
European countries must always try to reach the moon to succeed

I chose this image because it's beautiful, and this is a picture of very good quality which is what I want.

The two people are European. They are searching the right way to succeed in their life.

The stars are the European countries.

And the moon is like a door to enter and succeed.

French traduction: « Les pays européens doivent toujours essayer d'atteindre la lune pour réussir »

Originally: « Il faut viser la lune pour attérir dans les étoiles by Oscar Wilde »
A good knowledge of Europe will make Europeans stronger.

I chose this picture because it’s a good representation for my slogan; In fact it proves the union of 27 countries because we can see people holding their hands and on each of those people there is the flag of each country of the European Union. These people are living flags. I created this slogan because it’s true and because unity is strength. For the New Year I think I am more European than before because I know a lot more about the European Union.

In French this slogan means: “La bonne connaissance de l’Europe rend les Européens fort”.

This slogan was created by me.
Written and illustrated by Célia Years 9 Yellow, Monday 11st February.
I chose this picture because it represents Europe shaking hands with Croatia. The hand in grey on the right corner of the picture has got the Croatian flag on it. Croatia is the last country to join the Union. It will happen in July 2013. That is a deal between Croatia and Europe. The second picture shows the exit for the others countries which don’t want to be in the European Union:

Proverb in French: C’est à prendre ou à laisser
Proverb in English: Take it or leave it / Deal or no deal

L’Europe : à prendre ou à laisser
Europe: Deal or no Deal
Europe: Take it or leave it
Little by little Europe built itself

I chose these pictures because I think that they illustrate my slogan. The first picture shows the six founding countries. On the second picture we can see all the countries that have been in the European Union since 2007 and the last picture shows all the countries of the European Union now. I chose these pictures because I think that they represent Europe well.

In French: les petites ruisseaux font les grandes rivières ou Petit à petit l’oiseau fait son nid
In English: Little bits help
For Europe: Little by little Europe built itself

Slogan created and illustrated by

Marion, February 2013
Europe gives wings

I chose this slogan and this picture because, I think Europe gives us wings to fly away in the beautiful European countries to visit them and discover them, to learn their traditions and to learn more about Europe.

In the first place, I chose a pig with wings as a picture because, I think Europe give wings to everyone and also to animals and pigs!

In the second place, I chose flags which represent Europe.

The slogan in English is: Redbull gives wings.
The slogan in French is: Redbull donne des ailes.
The slogan for Europe is: Europe gives wings.

Created and Illustrated, by Solène, 4 Bleu, 9th February 2013.
NOTHING VENTURED, NOTHING GAINED

THE ONE WHO DOES NOT TRY TO ENTER EUROPE WILL GET NOTHING!

I chose this picture because if the mouse doesn't take the cheese, it will have nothing to eat, it will be very hungry and maybe die of starvation! For Europe, if you do not try to enter Europe, you will never become a European country!

To become Europeans, we must take risks!

In French: Qui ne risque rien, n'a rien
In English: Nothing ventured, nothing gained
For Europe: The one who does not try to enter Europe will get nothing!

Created and illustrated by Julie
All European countries are linked together to avoid the war and be stronger than alone!

I choose this picture because it symbolizes the Union. All white rings are linked to the red ring and the red ring is linked to white rings.

The red ring represents Europe and the white rings represent all countries of Europe.

The slogan in French: « Un pour tous et tous pour un »
The slogan in English: « One for all and all for one »
The slogan for Europe: « One Europe for all countries and all countries for one Europe »

Created and illustrated by Martin, 4 blue, January 25th 2013
I chose this slogan because, it's a good idea. Europe means « Union », « Power » and it shines in the world.

Europe shines in the world, I am optimistic about its future.

There are 12 stars on the European flag.

On the picture that illustrates my slogan, there are stars everywhere. It is full of stars. And these stars make me think of the 12 stars we can see on the European flag. These 12 stars are leaders in the sky, we can find our way with them. We can hope that Europe helps to bring peace in the world like a leader.
I chose this picture because, I think it represents the union and the solidarity between the European countries.
This slogan represents the union of Europe and its countries.

The slogan stimulates a feeling of solidarity and this is the traditional slogan of the Swiss and it is spread in Europe in the XIX century.

The origin of this slogan comes from three musketeers, novel of Alexandre Dumas and it is the slogan of

**In English:** One for all, all for one
**In French:** Un pour tous, tous pour un
**About Europe:** All for one, one for Europe

Written by Louis 4 ème Bleu

*They are the three musketeers*
I chose the slogan « Europe : all in the same boat » because Europe and Europeans are in crisis. In Europe there is a lot of unemployment and poverty. It’s very difficult to find a job, buy a house and pay back the debts.

« To be in the same boat » means that everybody has the same objectives and the same fights.

The only solution to succeed is solidarity. That’s why Politicians decided to create Europe. Each European country must help the other ones. The best example is the Greek crisis in 2011-2012.

This picture represents solidarity between European countries. People made of European flags are holding hands to be stronger.
I chose this slogan because in Europe, each country is stronger when they are together!
At the beginning in 1957, in Rome, Europe was founded, little bits were finally together: Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands: Europe was born, in 1973 three other countries joined Europe, then Greece arrived in 1981, as and when required Europe would be more sturdy and today there are 27 countries in the European union and that’s why Europe is powerful. Its motto is: peace, economic
In the first place, I chose a jigsaw because every little piece of a jigsaw is like one country. Alone they give nothing together they give something.

En français: les petits ruisseaux font les grandes rivières
En Anglais: Little bits help

*Created and Illustrated by Matthieu, 4 Bleu, 6th March 2013.*
I choose the picture because it shows European citizens can feel safe and in security. The police forces collaborate together to punish European gangsters efficiently. The two people are shaking hands that means they are united and in agreement.

To finish, I would like to say that I find this picture beautiful and it carries an important message of peace.

Qui aime bien, châtie bien.
Qui aime bien l’Union Européenne, châtie bien les Européens
Spare the rod, spoil the child.

Pierre-Benoît 4J
I chose this slogan because in 1957 the European Union had 6 countries, in 1973 there were 9 countries, in 1986 there were 12 countries, in 1995 there were 15 countries, in 2004 there were 25 countries and now there have been 27 countries since 2004. The more time goes by the more the European union develops. The European union is indeed growing little by little.

*Enora, 4 Bleu*